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rejection or correct-hit trials which corresponded to an error RT
(within a range of ±3 ms) on target-miss or false-alarm trials,
respectively. These “twins” RTs were then removed from the “correct”
data set. This procedure was carried out separately for heterogeneous
and homogeneous displays for each participant, which led to the
elimination of 2.0% of the data in total. As can be seen from Table 1, RT
performance did not change as a result of removing the error “twins”,
indicating that the RT data were largely undistorted by possible
speed-accuracy tradeoffs.

The remaining data were then trimmed by deleting outlier RTs that
were more than three standard deviations above or below the mean in
each experimental condition (1.2% of the data in total). A 2
(homogeneous vs. heterogeneous) ×2 (target absent vs. present)





1993), with a significant interaction between display homogeneity
and target presence. RTs were faster for target-absent than for
-present displays when the distractors were homogeneous; in
contrast, RTs were slower for target-absent than for -present displays
when the distractors were heterogeneous. The speed with which a
target was detected depended not only on how much it differed from
the surrounding distractor items, but also on the homogeneity among
the distractors. According to the SERR model (e.g., Humphreys and
Müller, 1993), the processing system evaluates the homogeneity of the
display, which allows for faster rejection of distractor groups in the
case of homogeneous distractors.

At the neural level, the present experiment revealed a set of brain
regions sensitive to display homogeneity. More importantly, it
demonstrated that bilateral FEF, IPS, precentral gyrus, and SEF were
also involved in the interaction between display homogeneity and
target presence, with positive activations in these regions. In addition,
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